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Preface

Weget it. A 100pagedocumentdesigned to empoweradecentral-

ized digital global state is a bit much to digest. Have no worries!

We have taken the time to draw up this powerful synopsis so

that you can understand this complex system and why it’s vital

to our global betterment. So let’s get right to it!

iv
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Executive Summary: “Teh TLDR”

The Shiba Inu State: A Digital Utopia for Collective

Prosperity

In a world gravitating towards decentralization and empower-

ment, the Shiba Inu State emerges as a beacon, interweaving

digital tenets with tangible community values. Anchored in

fairness, technology, transparency, and shared progress, this

state aspires not merely to flourish but to persist through ages.

Foundation and Ethics: The Canine Code & Hound’s

Constitution

The lifeblood of this state is pulsated by the Canine Code and

the Hound’s Constitution— foundational scripts that guide the

behavior of its citizens. Values of loyalty, unity, and service are

revered. Citizens, referred to as Shibizens, engage in mutual

respect and pledge commitment to collective ascent. Ensuring

every transaction and decision is transparent, the Shiba Inu
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State transcends being just a collective, evolving as a sanctum

of individuals pursuing shared enlightenment.

Perpetuity: Crafting an Everlasting Legacy

The architecture of the Shiba Inu State underscores its timeless

nature. Every Shibizen possesses an intrinsic duty towards its

continuity, enthusiastically partaking in its functions. Gov-

ernance, decentralized in its core, rules out centralized vul-

nerabilities and guarantees resilience. The state’s spirit is

dynamic, with inherent systems allowing it to adapt, learn, and

progress. There’s a profound emphasis on incessant education

and enlightenment, nurturing a culture of perpetual learning.

Financial Integrity: Upheld by the Financial Code

Trust and financial robustness are achieved through an un-

wavering full reserve banking structure. Each token, from

Shib, Bone, Leash, Treat and potential successors, are assuredly

backed by tangible assets transparently overseen via blockchain

smart contracts. While the nucleus is dedicated to the full-

reserve model, Shibizens retain the liberty to leverage diverse

economic systems for state betterment. Economic versatility is

championed, andmulti-currency revenue generation is heartily

endorsed. Encouraging innovative strides, the state furnishes

community grants and loans, ensuring democratic, transparent

decision-making. Balancing the scales of transparency and

anonymity, financial undertakings protect individual privacy

while ensuring accountability.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY: “TEH TLDR”

Forward-Looking Analytics: The GREATMINDS

Framework

To perpetually align the Shiba Inu State with its aspirations and

ethos, the GREAT MINDS Framework becomes instrumental.

This holistic mechanism creates and monitors, Governance,

Rule Adherence, Economy, Technology, Membership, Infras-

tructure, National identity preservation, Diplomacy, and Secu-

rity. While data offers lucid insights, it respects the sanctity of

individual privacy, steering informed resolutions that echo the

state’s cardinal values.

In essence, the Shiba Inu State epitomizes an avant-garde

approach to nation-building in our digital epoch. It’s a har-

monious blend of age-old principles with state-of-the-art

technology, carving a domain where Shibizens cohabit, pros-

per, and catalyze collective evolution. Every dimension, from

the foundational Canine Code, resilient emergency blueprints,

vision of an eternal legacy, to a sound financial system and

comprehensive analytics, has been meticulously sculpted for

enduring growth and universal Shibizen welfare. Through this

visionarymodel, the Shiba Inu State paints a tantalizing portrait

of the future — an integrated world of digital and tangible

realms, where collective good reigns supreme over individual

ambitions.

Emergency Protocols: Vigilance and Readiness

Recognizing the unpredictability of crises, the state will create

fortified emergency protocols. An amalgamation of automated

mechanisms and community interventions detect and coun-

teract threats. While power is decentralized, it can momen-
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tarily centralize during emergencies, but always with rigorous

oversight. Designated crisis squads ensure quick mobilization,

reflecting the state’s unwavering focus on future preparedness.
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SHIB IS OUR CORE

Our heartbeat, our collective rhythm, resonates in one token:

Shib. With thousands of retailers worldwide that accept Shib,

and it’s current top 15 rank, while being up 15 MILLION percent

as of the drafting of this charter in it’s lifetime, solidify it as

one of the greatest currencies in the history of mankind. This

token’s deflationary nature, alongside the perpetual nature of

this system does not ensure it’s value will increase, but does

ensure it’s circulationwill decrease. Shib is our flag, our beacon

in the wilderness, our guiding light since the genesis of this

grand experiment. It is therefore fitting that it takes on a NEW,

yet critical role in our governance, acting as the voice of the

community in many decisions.

When Shib is utilized in democratic voting, every Shibizen,

regardless of the magnitude of their Shib holdings, can wield

their voice as long as they hold ONE Shib. Their individual vote

becomes a thread in the grand tapestry of our decision-making

process.
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Why The ShibPaper?

The ShibPaper is the ultimate meme. It takes the power of our

technology, thegreat Shibarium, anduses it as a foundation for a

genesis of a decentralized digital global state. This novel system,

helps to finalize the perpetual design of Shiba Inu in the format

Ryoshi could only have dreamed of. The quad-governance

system, involving the Shiba Inu Ecosystem of tokens, allows for

a structure that “forks” the most successful empires in history.

By doing so, the ShibPaper exists as a necessary charter for the

birth of the Shiba Inu State.

This global state offers a layer missing in crypto, a layer of

trust and structure that adds responsibility, flexibility, and

scalability at a level previously unimaginable. It is the best way

to organize Shibarium, andmaximize the outputs therein, to a

point that perpetual decentralization is achieved.
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National Ethics: 22 Principles of Shib

In the intricate tapestry of the Shiba Inu State, Article 1., the

22 Principles of Shib stands prominently as the ethical com-

pass guiding its members. Offering a codified ethos for every

Shibizen, these principles ensure that the digital society flour-

ishes in harmony, justice, andmutual respect.

Transparency anchors the society, demanding every Shibizen

operate with integrity and honesty, cementing a foundation

of trust. Integral to a digital society, the principle of Digital

Respect underlines the sanctity of one’s digital persona, as-

sets, and intellectual property, emphasizing respect for digital

boundaries.

Promoting a culture of non-harm, both Physical and Digital

Non-violence decree that each member avoids actions that

harm or discomfort others, either in physical interactions or

digital realms. Echoing a deep reverence for life, the principle

of Cherishing Life translates respect for all existence into

actionable ethos, while Equity and Compassion promise justice

and empathy.

In a world where resources are finite, Sustainable Practice
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nudges Shibizens towards conscientious consumption. Truth-

fulness stands as a beacon, ensuring interactions are sincere

and genuine. Collective Participation and Adaptive Learning

are intertwined, the former encouraging societal involvement,

and the latter championing a culture of constant evolution.

The Shibizens aren’t just members but Custodians of Peace,

steering society towards harmony. Coupled with the Endeavor

to Enlighten, they create a dynamic where knowledge is not just

acquired but shared, fostering mutual growth.

Recognizing the value in diversity, Respect for All guaran-

tees an inclusive environment, while Stewardship puts every

Shibizen in charge of the society’s welfare. The digital world’s

dual-edged nature is recognized in Protection of Privacy and

Security, ensuring safety and respecting individual rights.

Balance beautifully encapsulates the Shiba Inu State’s ethos:

individual freedom paired with collective responsibility. This,

combined with Harmony with Nature, paints a picture of a

society that is at peace both internally andwith its surroundings.

Accountability inculcates a sense of responsibility, and the

possibility of consequences like loss of Shibizen status under-

scores the seriousness of these principles. Freedom of Expres-

sion fosters a culture where ideas flow freely, and Community

Care emphasizes mutual support.

Rounding off with Perseverance, the principles commend

resilience and tenacity, inspiring Shibizens to tackle challenges

head-on.

In summary, the 22 Principles of Shib serve as the Shiba Inu

State’s moral bedrock, ensuring that as it advances technologi-

cally, it remains grounded in values that foster peace, harmony,

andmutual respect.
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The Great Canine Code

Article 2: Technological Responsibility

• SHIBARIUM! Blockchain Interactions: Shibizens can freely

access, contribute to, and benefit from the L2 blockchain,

Shibarium, ensuring all interactions are accurate and up-

hold integrity.

• Delegators and Validators: Shibizens play essential roles

in the Proof-of-Stake mechanism as either Delegators,

lending tokens, or Validators, verifying transactions.

• Artificial Intelligence Engagement: AI utilization must be

transparent, unbiased, and fair.

• Self-Sovereign Identity Protocols: Shibizens own their

digital identities andmust use them responsibly.

• Technological Stewardship: All Shibizens share the respon-

sibility for the maintenance and security of technological

society.
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Article 3: Universal Equality and Respect

• Every member, be it human, AI, or other entities, has rights

(though humans have more rights than AI’s) and is equally

respected.

• Discrimination is strictly prohibited, and inclusivity is

actively promoted.

• All members have the right to express their beliefs and are

ensured freedom from scarcity and intimidation.

Article 4: Nurturing Innovation and Collaboration

• The society actively supports and promotes innovative ideas

and solutions.

• Emphasis on collaborative efforts, ensuring every contribu-

tion is recognized and valued.

Article 5: Self-Governance and Empowerment

• Every Shibizen has the right to participate in the decision-

making process.

• Technology, including blockchain and AI, is used to em-

power Shibizens and facilitate active contributions.

• Power and decision-making are decentralized, promoting a

universally inclusive environment.

By adhering to these principles, the society aims to foster an

inclusive, innovative, and empowered community.
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Article 6: Financial Integrity and Transparency

• Transparent Transactions: Utilizing blockchain for trans-

parent and anonymous transactions to bolster trust.

• Economic Fair Play: Preventing deceit with rules, smart

contracts, and promoting ethical economics.

• Equitable Distribution in Capitalism: Balancing wealth

distribution, rewarding innovation, and ensuring fair play

while providing access to resources and safety nets.

• Community Treasury: Governed by Shib Ecosystem tokens,

the treasury funds societal protection, community propos-

als, infrastructure, and initiatives. Transparency ensured

by Shibizen voting.

• Anti-Money Laundering: Adherence to global financial

laws, strong protocols in place while ensuring Shibizen

privacy.

• Full Reserve System: Promoting a diverse economic land-

scape, with a full reserve systemand potential for new token

issuance.

Article 7: Preservation of Privacy

• Guardianship of Data: Shibizens control their personal

data.

• Upholding Anonymity: System respects and protects the

choice of anonymity.

• DataSafeguards: Top-tier security protocols,withbreaches

being severe violations.

• Consent-Driven Interactions: Data interactions solely

based on consent.

• Privacy Education: Resources and sessions to promote data
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privacy knowledge.

Article 8: Decentralized Harmony and Global

Interaction

• Organic Autonomy: Acknowledging global standards while

preserving a unique identity.

• Global Diversity: Valuing and respecting global cultural and

legal norms.

• Engaging with Global Entities: Ethical interactions pro-

moting mutual understanding.

• Technological Interoperability: Focusing on tech that

fosters interconnectedness, emphasizing security, and pre-

serving decentralized essence.

• Conflict Resolution: Emphasizing dialogue, open commu-

nication, neutral mediation, and respect for Shibizens’ self-

sovereign identities.

Article 9: Proliferation of Learning and Knowledge

• Open Access: Commitment to freely accessible or low-cost

knowledge.

• Active Learning: Promoting perpetual learning and knowl-

edge exchange.

• Peer-to-Peer Knowledge: Encouraging decentralized edu-

cational dynamics.

• Recognizing Diverse Knowledge: Embracing knowledge

from all sources: human, AI, and DAO.

• Continual Improvement: Focusing on constant evolution,

ensuring community resilience.
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By encapsulating these principles, the society focuses on trust,

transparency, privacy, global collaboration, and the relentless

pursuit of knowledge.

Article 10: Sustainable Development and

Conservation

Our society deeply values the environment and is committed

to a balance between growth and planetary well-being. This

includes:

• Sustainable Growth Practices: Aiming for a balance be-

tween progress and environmental health, emphasizing

energy efficiency.

• Active Conservation: Actively conserving both our digital

and physical worlds.

• Technology for Sustainability: Harnessing the power of

technology, from blockchain to AI, for sustainability and

combating climate challenges.

• Ecological Education: Promoting education around sus-

tainability and conservation to empower informed action.

• Global Sustainability Participation: Actively partaking

in global initiatives to further global sustainability goals,

emphasizing collaboration and truth. Our overarching

mission in this article is to ensure the well-being of both

our community and our planet for future Shibizens.
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Article 11: Evolution and Adaptability

Change is an intrinsic part of existence, and our society is

devoted to being agile and adaptive. This commitment encom-

passes:

• Continuous Evolution: Welcoming and adapting to new

challenges, opportunities, and scenarios as paths to growth.

• Technological Embrace: Keeping up with and integrating

cutting-edge technologies to enhance our societal structure.

• Flexible Governance: Maintaining policies and principles

that are adaptable, rooted in core values but responsive to

change.

• Learning from History: Drawing wisdom from our past,

both successes and failures, to guide our future.

• Future-proofing: Making decisions with long-term fore-

sight to ensure the society’s enduring success and pros-

perity. Our intent is to craft a resilient and vibrant society,

prepared to navigate the uncertainties of the future, always

prioritizing the well-being and growth of its Shibizens.
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Top 15 Crypto Problems Solved By The

Shiba State

1. Centralization and Lack of Transparent

Governance:

• Crypto Problem: Traditional cryptocurrencies often face

criticisms due to the perceived centralization of power.

• Solution (GREATMINDS C11.A1 & Canine Code C3): By hav-

ing decentralized governance frameworks like the GREAT

MINDS and Canine Code, power is distributed and transpar-

ent decision-making processes are in place.

2. Scalability and High Transaction Fees:

• Crypto Problem: Many cryptocurrencies, especially those

on primary blockchains like Cardano, suffer from high

transaction fees.

• Solution (Shibarium L2 Blockchain): Shibarium, being

an L2 solution, provides scalability, processing a higher
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volume of transactions quickly and reducing fees.

3. Environmental Concerns:

• Crypto Problem: Proof-of-work is energy-intensive,

sparking environmental debates and harming the planet.

• Solution (Shibarium L2 Blockchain): Shibarium uses sig-

nificantly less energy, addressing environmental concerns

tied to crypto mining.

4. Fragmentation and Lack of Interoperability:

• Crypto Problem: The crypto landscape is filled with myriad

platforms and tokens.

• Solution (Metaverse& Super App): TheMetaverse offers an

integrated digital territory, and the ShibaHub “Super App”

combines all Shibarium Dapps, offering a standardized and

unified platform . (Coming Soon)

5. Accountability and Evolution:

• Crypto Problem: Many crypto platforms operate without

clear guiding principles or accountability. This leads to

scams and a wild-west mentality.

• Solution (Hounds Constitution & ShibizensMembership):

The Hounds Constitution provides guiding principles and

accountability in the format of a charter. With defined

membership (Shibizens), there’s a sense of ownership

and responsibility among users to ensure the platform’s

evolution and adherence to certain principles.

16



TOP 15 CRYPTO PROBLEMS SOLVED BY THE SHIBA STATE

6. Opaque Decision Making:

• Crypto Problem: Decision-making in the crypto realm can

often be unclear.

• Solution (GREAT MINDS & Canine Code): These frame-

works offer transparent decision-making processes, ensur-

ing all stakeholders have clarity.

7. Security, Privacy, and Identity Concerns:

• Crypto Problem: Users fear that their data and funds might

be at risk, and they may have to compromise privacy for

participation.

• Solution (SSI): The use of Self-Sovereign Identity ensures

Shibizens can participate without compromising their pri-

vacy. They can maintain control over their personal data,

ensuring security and privacy within the decentralized

community.

• With the inclusion of Shibizens membership and SSI, the

decentralized digital community ensures even greater ac-

countability and privacy, addressing and rectifying primary

concerns in the current crypto space.

8. Poor User Experience:

• Crypto Problem: Many crypto platforms have a steep

learning curve for non-technical users.

• Solution (Super App): The consolidation of all Shibarium

DApps into one Super App offers an intuitive user interface

and experience, making it easier for the average person to

engage with.
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9. Fragmented Ecosystems:

• Crypto Problem: Many projects in the crypto space operate

in isolation, leading to fragmented ecosystems and user

bases.

• Solution (Metaverse): The creation of a shared Metaverse,

and ShibaHub, facilitates interoperability betweendifferent

projects and platforms, knitting together a cohesive user

base.

10. Lack of Governance and Community Inclusion:

• Crypto Problem: Decisions in many crypto projects are

made by a small group, leaving out community opinions.

• Solution (Hounds Constitution C4): This ensures that

governance decisions are taken collectively, with the active

participation of the Shibizens, making the process trans-

parent and democratic.

11. Lack of Real-world Utility:

• Crypto Problem: Many tokens lack clear use-cases beyond

speculation.

• Solution (Super App & Metaverse): By integrating all

Shibarium DApps into one Super App, intertwined into an

interoperable Metaverse, and SSI the structure paves the

way for real-world applications, from commerce to social

interaction.
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TOP 15 CRYPTO PROBLEMS SOLVED BY THE SHIBA STATE

12. Misinformation and Lack of Education:

• Crypto Problem: The rapid evolution of the crypto land-

scape leads to misinformation, resulting in poor decision-

making by investors.

• Solution (GREAT MINDS C11 & Ecological Education):

The emphasis on education and enlightenment ensures

Shibizens are well-informed and can make decisions

grounded in knowledge.

13. Centralization Threats:

• Crypto Problem: Some crypto platforms and projects veer

towards centralization, which contradicts the fundamental

ethos of decentralization in crypto.

• Solution (Decentralized Community Structure): By design,

the proposed structure maintains decentralization at its

core, ensuring that power, control, and benefits are dis-

tributed among its members.

14. Regulatory Compliance:

• Crypto Problem: Navigating the myriad of global regula-

tions can be a challenge for crypto entities.

• Solution (CanineCodeC3&Participation inGlobal Sustain-

ability Initiatives): By committing to global stewardship

and adhering to universally accepted principles, the struc-

ture can position itself favorably in the eyes of regulators,

potentiallymaking it easier tonavigate the global regulatory

landscape.
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15. Uncertainty of Crypto’s Future:

• Crypto Problem: The limited supply of certain cryptocur-

rencies, like Bitcoin, leads to concerns about the endgameof

crypto. What happens once all the tokens are mined? How

does the ecosystem sustain itself?

• Solution: The very design of this decentralized digital

community is to be self-sustaining and perennial. Instead

of aiming for a fixed endpoint, the goal is to build a digital

state that exists in perpetuity. By continually evolving and

adapting, the state doesn’t just exist to mine tokens but

to foster a dynamic ecosystem that serves its Shibizens

and contributes positively to the global landscape. This

perpetuity seeks not just survival, but the broader mission

of spreading peace, harmony, and sustainable growth on

the planet, redefining the very purpose of crypto beyond

mere transactions or finite mining goals.
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Top 10 Global Problems Solved By The

Shiba State

1. Centralization of Power and Wealth:

• Global Problem: Economic disparities and the concentra-

tion of power can lead to unequal opportunities and social

unrest.

• Solution: By promoting decentralized governance and eq-

uitable tokenomics through the GREATMINDS framework

and Hounds Constitution, the structure redistributes power

andpotentiallywealth among itsmembers, fostering amore

egalitarian ecosystem.

2. Inefficiencies in Global Transactions:

• Global Problem: Cross-border transactions are often slow,

expensive, and riddled with intermediaries.

• Solution: With the L2 blockchain like Shibarium, global

transactions can be streamlined, faster, and more cost-
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effective, benefiting businesses and individuals alike.

3. Data Privacy Concerns:

• Global Problem: Centralized entities hoarding user data

lead to privacy issues and potential misuse.

• Solution: Through Self Sovereign Identity (SSI), users can

maintain control over their data, ensuring both privacy and

security while interacting in the digital realm.

4. Environmental Degradation:

• Global Problem: Climate change and environmental harm

are threatening global ecosystems.

• Solution: The Canine Code emphasizes sustainable devel-

opment and conservation. By championing sustainable

practices and technologies, the structure can help reduce

the digital world’s carbon footprint.

5. Lack of Access to Financial Systems:

• Global Problem: Many regions in the world have limited

access to banking and financial services.

• Solution: By providing decentralized financial tools and

platforms through the Super App, the structure can offer

unbanked populations more accessible financial services,

bridging economic gaps.

22
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6. Information Silos and Misinformation:

• Global Problem: The proliferation of isolated information

channels can lead to misinformation and a lack of compre-

hensive knowledge.

• Solution: The Metaverse, as a shared digital realm, can

facilitate collaborative knowledge sharing, verification, and

communal vetting of information, reducing misinforma-

tion.

7. Educational Disparities:

• Global Problem: Access to quality education is not uni-

versally available, leading to knowledge gaps and reduced

opportunities.

• Solution: Through the Ecological Education and Awareness

initiative, the digital structure can provide educational

resources, platforms, and tools that are globally accessible.

8. Isolation and Social Fragmentation:

• Global Problem: The digital age, despite its connectivity,

often leads to feelings of isolation and societal fragmenta-

tion.

• Solution: The Metaverse, the social apps within the Shiba

Hub, and even the Shiba Inu State structure, can foster a

sense of community, allowing Shibizens from around the

globe to interact, collaborate, and build ties in a shared

digital space.
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9. Lack of Transparent Governance:

• Global Problem: Many institutions lack transparency in

decision-making, leading to mistrust and skepticism.

• Solution: The Hounds Constitution and decentralized gov-

ernance model ensure that decisions are made transpar-

ently, with community participation, fostering trust and

collective responsibility.

10. Rapid Technological Redundancy:

• Global Problem: The swift pace of technological advance-

ments can render skills and systems obsolete quickly.

• Solution: The structure’s commitment to adaptability and

embracing technological innovations ensures continuous

evolution and integration of cutting-edge technologies,

preventing stagnation and promoting lifelong learning.

By addressing these global issues, the decentralized digital

community not only fortifies its internal ecosystem but also

extends its benefits to the larger global community.
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About the Author

An unknown ShibArmymember, Shytoshi Kusama is the vision-

ary behind the Shiba State. This concept revolutionizes crypto

and the world at large. He is largely mysterious and unknown

to all.

You can connect withme on:

https://www.shib.io

https://www.twitter.com/shytoshikusama
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Also by Shytoshi Kusama

I amacreative. This is only thefirst ofmany things Iwill produce

for my own well being, and the betterment of our society. Hail

Shib!

44 Tenets to Triumph in Crypto

A beginners guide to not get “rekt” in crypto.

Hailed as the “Crypto Bible”, this document

combines the wisdom of the ancients, with

the crypto knowledge only someone at

Shy’s status can provide. Pre-sales are

now available in a special collectors edition,

signed by the mysterious Shytoshi Kusama,

or standard versions on Amazon. This book is a must have in

your library or e-collection.

www.44tenets.com
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